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We consider predictive source encoding, for analog-to-digital conversion, that is 
resistant to data outliers. We focus on a Gaussian stationary. source. and we 
develop a sequence of outher resistant source oncoders. The studied performance 
criteria include mean squared distortion and output entropy at the nominal 
Gaussian source, when data outliers are absent, as well as outher resistance 
measures such as breakdown point and influence function. The proposed sequence 
of predictive encoders attains high resistance to data outliers, at the expense of 
some increase in mean squared distortion and ditTerential entropy at the nominal 
Gaussian source. ‘p 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the classical Shannon theory, source encoding refers to data compres- 
sion, either noiseless or with distortion, of a source whose statistical 
description is well known (Berger, 1971; Shannon and Weaver, 1964). 
When data compression for a class of sources is considered, a sequence of 
codes is sought such that imprecise statistical information on the observed 
data sequences is used in their design and the codes are asymptotically 
optimal at each source in the class. Such codes are called universal, a term 
coined by Kolmogorov (1965). 
For noiseless source coding, Davisson (1973) taking a probabilistic 
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approach, introduced several definitions of universality for sources defined 
on discrete alphabets. He developed several necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the existence of these universal codes. It is now known that 
weakly minimax-universal codes exist for a wide class of sources (Davisson, 
1973; Davisson et al., 1981). However, (strongly) minimax-universal codes 
have been proven to exist only under some restrictive conditions, (see 
Davisson et ul., 1981). For a non-probabilistic approach to the universal 
noiseless source coding, we refer the reader to Ziv and Lempel (1977). 
For source coding with distortion, strongly-universal source codes have 
been proven to exist under the following conditions (Kieffer, 1980; 
Mackenthum and Pursley, 1978; Martin, 1979; Neuhoff, Gray and 
Davisson, 1978; Neuhoff and Shields, 1978; Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray, 
1979): (i) The class of sources is finite, consisting of stationary and ergodic 
processes; (ii) The class is compact (or totally bounded) under the metric p, 
(iii) The class of all Cd. sources defined over a totally bounded alphabet, 
e.g. a finite alphabet; (iv) The class of all binary, first-order Markov 
sources; (v) The class of all i.i.d. Gaussian sources with mean and variance 
in a bounded interval; (vi) A clas of ergodic sources defined on a finite 
alphabet and satisfying certain conditions (Kieffer, 1980). It is also known 
that no strongly-universal codes for the class of all i.i.d. sources defined on 
the real line exist (Mackenthum and Pursley, 1978). 
For classes of sources where strongly-universal source codes have not 
been proven to exist, robust source coding may be considered. The term 
refers to performance stability when small deviations from a nominal 
source may occur. Robust source coding has been considered, for example, 
by Sakrison (1975) and Neuhoff and Garcia-Munoz (1987). Deviations 
from the nominal source have been modeled as a-closeness in the infinite- 
dimensional source measures, however, a model that, as we will explain, 
does not apply to the phenomenon of data outliers, the focus of this work; 
strongly universal source codes do not apply either. 
In this paper, we are concerned with source encoding with distortion, for 
the entropy compression of a stationary analog source, when data outliers 
may be present. Data outliers correspond to occasional extremely 
erroneous data that do not originate from the source; they can be caused 
by system failures and either unintentional or intentional (as in jamming) 
interferences, and they are a common phenomenon in most real systems. 
Their effect is as follows: When a source generates data sequences in an 
environment inducing data outliers, then the observed data are contamined 
by an i.i.d. sequence of outliers whose distribution is completely unknown 
and may have unbounded variance. In particular, each observed datum 
originates then from the source, with probability 1 -6, and is an outlier 
with unknown distribution, with probability E, where E is in (0, 1). It is not 
hard to see (see Tsaknakis and Papantoni-Kazakos, 1988) that when the 
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source has infinite memory, no s-class of infinite dimensional measures can 
be determined that contains the processes induced by the source and the 
superposition of the outliers; thus, the results by Sakrison and Neuhoff 
and Garcia-Munoz are not applicable. In addition, due to the possibly 
unbounded variance of the outliers, no strongly universal codes exist. Most 
importantly, outliers can lead to breakdowns of parametric source coding 
schemes, and the objective is to control and supress their effect rather than 
maintain it. 
Here, we propose and analyze a predictive- analog-to-digital source 
encoding scheme for a stationary Gaussian source whose data sequences 
are contaminated by outliers. The scheme has filtering properties and effec- 
tively controls the influence of the outliers, at minimal expense in distortion 
and differential entropy performance when outliers are absent. Our 
approach draws from results in statistical qualitative robustness (Kieffer, 
1971; Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray, 1979; Papantoni-Kazakos, 198 1, 
1984, 1987). 
Summary of Results 
The description of our predictive encoder is contained in Theorem 1 of 
Section IV, for finite-length observation sequences, and under the heading 
Encoding Scheme in Section V, for unbounded-length observation sequen- 
ces. The encoder uses the optimal predictive encoder at the nominal 
Gaussian source with some probability p(y”), which is a function of the 
observation sequence y”, and with probability 1 - p( y”) maps randomly 
and equiprobably on the available digital values. For low-amplitude obser- 
vation sequences, p(y”) becomes one, and the optimal encoder at the 
nominal source is solely used. As the amplitude of the observation sequence 
increases to asymptotically large values the encoder ignores the statistics of 
the nominal source and solely maps randomly and equiprobably on the 
vailable digital values. The above behavior represents lack of confidence to 
extreme data values and results in high resistance to outliers with 
simultaneously good performance when outliers are absent. In contrast, the 
optimal predictive encoder at the nominal Gaussian source has no 
resistance to outliers and breaks down when the amplitude of the outliers 
increases to asymptotically large values. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Let [pO, X, R] be a discrete-time, stationary, and zero mean real source, 
where R denotes the real line, where X is the name of the source, and 
where pLo is its measure. Let Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . . denote random variables 
generated by the source, let xi, i= 1, 2, . . . . denote realizations of those 
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variables, and let X; P [Xi, . . . . Xi] ’ and xi G [xi, . . . . x,] ‘, for j 3 i. Let R” 
denote n multiples of the real line. Let the measure ,u, be known, and let 
us then call [ pO, X, R] the nominal source. 
We now consider the outlier model. If [p, Y, R] denotes the observation 
process, if Y, denotes the ith random variable generated by this process 
with .v, denoting its realization, and if Y/ and y! denote vectors as in the 
above paragraph, we then have 
Y;=(l-v,)x,+ viz,, i = 1, 2, . . . . (11 
where the sequences {X,}, { Vi}, and {Zi} are mutually independent, 
where Xi is the ith random variable generated by the nominal source, 
where { Zi) is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables whose measure is 
unknown, and where the variables { Vi) are i.i.d. and binary, with 
P(vi=O)=l-&, P(V;=l)=& (21 
for some E such that 0 < E < 1. The sequence ( Vi} determines the con- 
tamination law, and the sequence {Z,} corresponds to the contaminating 
process (outliers). If E = 0, then the observation process is identical to the 
nominal source [ p,,, X, R]. 
We assume that all finite-dimensional distributions of the nominal source 
and the sequence {Z;> are absolutely continuous. We then denote by 
fg(~y), the m-dimensional density function induced by the nominal source 
at the vector point ~77. We denote by fT(yy) the m-dimensional density 
function of the random vector Yy at the vector point ~‘1”~ where Yi is as in 
( 1) and Vi is as in (2). Let us define the class of m-dimensional density 
functions 
F~={f"':f"=(l-&)mf~+[l-(l-E)m]hm, (3) 
where h” is any m-dimensional density function}. 
It can be easily seen then that f r&F: (see Tsaknakis and Papantoni- 
Kazakos, 1988). That is, Ff’ is an enlargement of the class of m-dimen- 
sional densities that are generated by the outlier model in (1) and (2). An 
alternative form of the class FT is 
where 
SA 1 -(l -&)m: 0<6<1 (5) 
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Let C, denote the class of observation processes generated by the outlier 
model in (1) and (2), and let us signify a process [p, Y, R] by its measure 
p. Then p E C,: means that the process [,u, Y, R] is contained in class C,. 
We consider predictive source coding with distortion for the nominal 
source p,,, when the observation process ,U belongs to the class C,:. In par- 
ticular, for every given infinite observation sequence y ;‘, we wish to design 
a sequence iv,. v: 1, ,,! 2 , of generally stochastic operations, such that v,,,,.;~ 
maps the datum x,+ , of the nominal source pLo. Let us denote by (v,,,}~ >, 
the sequence of the above operations when the infinite observation 
sequence y;” varies in R’. Let us denote by ,u,,,,{ the process induced by 
C”mL1 when the observation sequences are generated by the process p, 
where p E C,. Then we are looking for sequences {vm ‘,,,, 3 , , which satisfy 
the following properties: 
(a) For every p in C,, the entropy H(pLIVmj) of the process P:~,; is 
bounded from above by a given finite number. 
(b) There exists some constant D < E,,{X21, such that for every p in 
C,, the difference-squared mean distortion induced by the sequence 
{vm jM >, at the nominal source ,u~ is bounded from above by D. That is, 
if for given p E C,:, Z, + , denotes the (k + 1 )th random element from the 
process ~1; “,~ ), then 
where X, + , is generated by the nominal source /A,,. 
(c) The sequence (v,),>~ induces entropy and difference-squared 
mean distortion continuities at the nominal source pLo. That is, given 7 > 0, 
there exists y > 0, such that if p is a process y-close to pLg in an appropriate 
measure, then 
IH(I-lo.:V,:)-H(~r”,~})l <9 (7) 
IE,,I~~,((X,+,-Z,+,)2)--~,I~,~I((Y~+,- W,+,)‘ll <v Vk, (8) 
where in (8 ), 1, + , is generated by pO, Z, + , is generated by poiYmi, Y, + , 
is generated by ,u, and W, + i is generated by pi,,). 
Property (c) corresponds to qualitative robustness, see (Hampel, 1971; 
Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray, 1979; Papantoni-Kazakos, 1984, 1987) 
where the appropriate measure of closeness between the processes pa and 
p is the Prohorov distance with an empirical Prohorov metric (see 
Papantoni-Kazakos, 1984, 1987). If property (c) is satisfied, then the 
sequence (vmjma 1 is called qualitatively robust at pa. From the results in 
(Papantoni-Kazakos, 1981, 1987), we conclude that {v~}~~, is 
qualitatively robust at ,uO within the class of stationary processes p, if it 
satisfies the following sufficient continuity conditions, where II,, denotes 
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Prohorov distance with metric yi(.u, y) 6 (I - ~‘1, and where y/(x:, y{) $ 
I-’ cf-, l-y;- Y,l. 
(A) Pointwise continuity. That is, given finite m, given r~ > 0, 
given 97, there exists 6 >O such that ~1: : y,(.uy, ~1:) < 6 implies 
n,,(vm. ry3 vm,,.;r) < II. 
(B) Asymptotic continuit~~ at pco. That is, given [ > 0, q > 0, there 
exist integers ?rO and I, some 6 >O, and for each n >n, some A”E R” 
with p,,(A”) > 1 - q, such that for each .x” E A” and ~1” such 
that inf(a : # [i : ~~,(xj+‘~ ‘, )I;+‘- ’ ) > E] < ncr) < 6, it is implied that 
n,,,tv,,, r”. v,,, ,,n) < 5. 
We point out that if for each given Y and each n, the operation v+ is 
deterministic, then the Prohorov distance n,,,(v,, \-“, I’,, ,.,>) reduces to 
lvw--l’n.,.nI. 
From now on, we assume that the nominal source is Gaussian, zero 
mean, and stationary, with given spectral density. In Section III, we outline 
the parametric version of our approach, when the observation process is 
known and predictive source encoding for the nominal source p0 is sought. 
In Section IV, we design predictive encoding operations for finite dimen- 
sionalities of the observation sequences. In the same section, we also study 
the performance of those operations, both at the nominal source and in the 
presence of contaminating outlier processes. In Section V, we consider 
extensions of the operations found in Section IV, for asymptotically long 
observation sequences. In the same section, we also study performance 
issues of those extensions. In Section VI, we present numerical examples. In 
Section VII, we draw some conclusions. 
III. THE PARAMETRIC APPROACH 
In this section, as an introductory step, we consider the case where the 
nominal and the observation processes are both known and mutually 
dependent, and predictive encoding of the nominal source is sought, for 
entropy reduction. That is, the predictive encoding sought simultaneously 
performs a filtering operation, to compress data sequences from the 
nominal source, while the observations are generated by another process. 
We denote the nominal and the observation processes p0 and p, respec- 
tively, and we assume that all their finite-dimensional distributions are 
absolutely continuous. We then denote by f;( -vy) the m-dimensional den- 
sity function of the observation process, at the vector point yy. We denote 
by fpo,(x I yy) the conditional density at the point x of the datum X,,, + , 
from the nominal process pO, given the observation vector y; from the 
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observation process p. We also adopt the difference-squared distortion 
criterion. 
Given the above, let us initially assume that no entropy reduction is 
sought. Then, only a filtering operation is performed, and as is well known, 
the sequence {v,}, >, of mappings that minimize mean distortion is deter- 
ministic and given by conditional expectations. That is, given m and ~7, we 
have 
and for Z, + 1 denoting the (k + 1)th element from the process p :“,), the 
mean distortion induced by the operations in (9) is 
e,(~~,cc)4E,,l~mi((Xk+,-Zk+1)2} 
Let us now assume that an upper bound, log M, on the entropy of the 
process pfYrnl is given. Then, we design a sequence {v,}, a r of stochastic 
mappings, as follows: 
Step 1. We select a set (Ai, 1 6 i < M} of intervals on the real line with 
AinAj=O; Vi# j, lJlcjcM . . Ai= R, and ~A,fM(~)dx=MP1, wheref,(x) is 
the one-dimensional density of the process pO, at the point x. 
Step 2. Using the set {Ai, 1 6 i < M} of Step 1, we design the sequence 
bLJm>l of stochastic mappings so that, given m and ~7, the mapping 
is a stochastic channel mapping the sequence yy onto a set 
< id M} of scalar real values; it maps .vy onto ui, with probability 
The set (ui; 1 <id M} is selected to minimize the mean difference- 
squared distortion. That is, 
D 
i=l 
= inf D 
{u,.I<i<M) 
m.rYr.r({“iI). (12) 
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Then it is easily found that 
2 ern(h P) vm. (14) 
where e,( pO, ,u) is as in (10) and where m M,,(yy) is the conditional expec- 
tation in (9). Due to (14), we conclude that the stochastic mappings in 
Step 2 induce higher mean difference-squared distortion than that induced 
by the conditional expectations in (9), for the gain of reduced output 
entropy. As the number M increases to asymptotically large values, the 
mean distortion D m,M,lr( {vi}) approaches e,( PO, 11) and the output entropy 
increases to the entropy of the nominal process. 
Let the nominal process ,u,, be a zero mean and stationary Gaussian with 
variance per datum Y;, and let the observation process ,U be pO; that is, the 
data sequences from p0 are then observed noiselessly. Let P: denote the 
mean-squared error induced by the optimal mean-squared one-step predic- 
tor at pO, when the size of the observation vector is m. Let the interval Ai 
in (11) be (ai, bi), where bi > aj. Then, we easily find that the expressions 
in (13) and (14) take the following forms, where 4(x) and Q(x) denote 
respectively the density function and the distribution of the zero mean and 
unit variance Gaussian random variable, at the point x: 
v~=Iro-r~‘p2.+tp)-@(~)]-‘[m(~)-m(~)] (15) 
G, [@(jypo)]-‘[#($#o)]2. (16) 
IV. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL OBSERVATION SEQUENCES 
In this section, we consider the outlier model, as exhibited by the obser- 
vation process in (1) and (2), and we assume that the nominal process is 
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stationary zero mean Guassian. We then wish to design predictive encoding 
operations v,, for 1 6 m < I, where I is some given finite integer. We want 
the designed operations to satisfy properties (a), (b), and (c) in Section II. 
For given finite I, we adopt a saddle-point game theoretic approach, based 
on the parametric scheme in Section III. We first assume that the processes 
in the class C, in (1) and (2) have all absolutely continuous finite-dimen- 
sional distributions, and we denote by fr(yy) the m-dimensional density 
function of the nominal Gaussian process pO, at the vector point yy. Then, 
given I, we consider an enlargement Fk, of the class of l-dimensional den- 
sities generated by the model in (1) and (2), as that in (4). In particular, 
we consider l-dimensional densities, f’, of the observation process, such 
that f’~ Fi, where 
F;= jJ’(y?PY;=l (17) 
6gl-(1-&)‘:0<6<1. (18) 
Let an upper bound, log M, on the output entropy be given. Then, we 
wish to design predictive encoding operations which satisfy this bound for 
every process in class Fi, and which induce mean difference-squared 
distortion at the nominal source, that is upper bounded by a given bound, 
for every f’~ F’,. Our approach evolves from the parametric scheme in 
Section III, and goes as follows: 
Step 1. Select a set (Ai, 1 did M) of intervals on the real line with 
AinAj=oVi#j9 UI$;<M A,= R, and j,,fo(x)dx=M-‘, where f, is 
the one-dimensional density of the Gaussian nominal process pO, at the 
point x. 
Step 2. Using the set {Ai, i < i < M} in Step 1, and given a process ,u 
whose density function belongs to the class Fk, we form the set 
{ P~,~, 1 <id M) of probabilities as follows, 
Given yy in R”: 
Let N,,, denote the set of sets {a,; 1 d i < M} of A4 real numbers. We then 
consider the following class, D, of mappings v,= v,(,u, {ui}), that is 
generated by varying ,u in FL and {a;} in N, : 
Given p in Fi, and (ai). in N,, given observation sequence yy, v,,,“l; 
maps the sequence y;’ onto the value ai, with probability p,,,(Yy), as in 
(19). Given {ui} in N,,,, g iven p, and pZ in Fi, let D,(p,, pZ, (a;}) denote 
the mean difference-squared distortion induced by the operation 
v~(,D*, (ui} ) in D, when the observations are generated by the process p, . 
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Then 
We are then searching for a triple (p:, PL:, {u;)), such that p: E Fi, 
~;EF:, {vi}eNM, and 
Then we select the v,? = v,(pT, (ui}) encoding scheme for the class Fk. 
Remark. If an encoding scheme v: = v,(p;, {u,>) in D exists, such that 
it satisfies (21), then it is guaranteed that the maximum mean difference- 
squared distortion that it induces in Fi, is suplce F; D,( p, ,u:, (vi}), subject 
to the existence of the latter supremum. By construction, the mapping v,? 
also attains maximum entropy in Fi that is bounded from above by log M. 
Let fO(x 1 yy) denote the conditional density of the Gaussian nominal 
process for the datum A’,, , at the point x, given the past sequence yy 
from the same process. Let f,( yy) denote the m-dimensional density of the 
Gaussian nominal process at the vector point y;1, and let Q, be the 
m-dimensional autocovariance matrix of the process. Let us also then 
define 
(22) 
We then express a theorem, whose proof is in the appendix. 
THEOREM 1. Given the class Fk in (17), and for every 6: 0 < 6 < 1, the 
game in (21) has a solution (p:, p;, {ui)). Zff:(y:), j= 1, 2, denotes the 
I-dimensional density function of the process p,*, j= 1,2, at the vector point 
yi, then this solution is 
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Then. 
The encoding scheme v: is as follows: 
Given an observation sequence y{, v: maps it onto vi with 
probability qi ( y { ). 
Remarks. The encoding scheme v: is qualitatively robust and has the 
following properties: (a) When the observation sequence is low amplitude, 
so that [(~:)‘Q;‘y:l”~<~~~, then the probabilities {p,,(y:)> induced by 
the nominal Gaussian source are used to map its sequences to the values 
{vi>. This case corresponds to confidence that outliers either are absent or 
do not induce severe data contaminations. (b) When the amplitude of the 
observation sequence increases, so that [ ( yi )7 Q, ‘y:] ‘I* > I,, then mixed 
mapping is induced by v:. That is, with probability n,[(.~:)~Q;‘y:]~“‘, 
the conditional probabilities (pOi( y’,)} that the nominal source induces are 
used to map its sequences to the values iv,}, and with probability 
1 -M(y’JTQ; 1~:1-“2 random equiprobable mapping (w.p. M-i per 
value) is deployed. In this case, partial confidence to the validity of the 
observation sequences is declared. (c) As the amplitude of the observation 
sequence increases to very large values, [( y: )’ Q,- ‘y{ ] + n3, complete lack 
of confidence in the observation sequences is declared (strong suspicion 
that high level contamination by outliers is present). Then, the coding 
scheme ignores the observation sequences and maps onto the values {ui} 
equiprobably (w.p. M-i per value). The encoding scheme v: has powerful 
properties and is strongly proposed for deployment in most realistic 
environments. 
Given 1 and M, an encoding scheme v, consists of a set (ai, 1 < i d MJ 
of values, and for every observation sequence y{ a set { pi( y:), 1 < i < M} 
of probabilities, such that yi is mapped onto a, with probability p,( y’,). 
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Given 1, given some encoding scheme v,, given an absolutely continuous 
observation process with arbitrary dimensionality densities, f, let D,(f, v,) 
denote the mean difference-squared distortion induced when v, is deployed, 
f be the density of the observation process, and a datum from the nominal 
Gaussian source be predictively encoded. Let vy denote the optimal 
encoding scheme at the Gaussian observation process. That is, given an 
observation sequence $, , vk maps y{ onto ui, with probability poi(y{), 
where, given set (Ai, id i6 M), a,, is as in (22), and where for m,(y’,) 
as in (22) 
~~=[jA,foW~]-'~R, dl':fo(y:)m,(y:)p,;(y:). (27) 
Let the common set { Ai, 1 < i < M} be used by both the scheme VP and 
the scheme v.7 in Theorem 1, and let this set be such that jA, fo(x) dx = 
M-’ Vi. Let f. denote the arbitrary dimensionality density of the nominal 
Gaussian source, and let m,,(y{) and poi(y{) be as in (22) and q;(v:) be as 
in (24). Then, by substitution, we easily obtain 
D,(fo> v:)=Ep,P’*)-M : ?*x,ulv:f~(?-:)m,(y:)p,,(L.:) 1 
2 
(28) 
i= I 
o,(fo,v:)=E,,{X*}-(l--)M 5 
,=1 
~~,dr:f~(~:)m,(y:)qi(~:)12 
2-(1-6)MSR,d~:fO(y:)qiO):) 1 (29) 
The difference D,(f,, v,?-D,(f,, vy) represents the mean distortion per- 
formance loss when the robust coding v: is used, as compared to the mean 
distortion induced by the Gaussian source encoder optimal at the nominal, 
when outliers are absent (in both cases). 
Resistance to Outliers 
Here, we develop performance criteria, pertinent to resistance to outlier 
data sequences. These criteria refer to the encoding scheme used and they 
are the breakdown point and the influence function. They are both defined 
below, and they are studied for both the robust operation v,? in Theorem 1, 
and the Gaussian source encoder vy which is optimal at the nominal. 
Let I’ denote the f-dimensional vector whose elements are all equal to 
one. Let z denote some scalar real number, and let us then consider a 
density f such that f(yi) = (1 - [) fo(y:) + jS(zZ’), where [ given and such 
that 0 ,< [ < 1, where f. is the density of the Gaussian nominal source, and 
where 6(. ) denotes delta function. Given I, given an encoding scheme v,, let 
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Dl(fO, [, z, v,) denote the mean difference-squared distortion induced by v,, 
when the observation density is such that f( JJ: ) = (1 - [) f,(yi) + [s(eZ’) 
and a datum from the Gaussian nominal source is predictively encoded. 
Then, for D,(f,, vy) as in (28) and for D,(f,, v:) as in (29), we obtain by 
substitution 
=iM 5 [j/Y;fo(Y;J mO(Y:)POi(y() ’ II1 +Mp(),(ZI’)] (30) 
i=l 1 
DAfo, L z, v:)-D,(fo, vf) 
'['-(l-a)M~~,dl:f;(~:)qi(?:)+M(la)yi(;l') 
1 
. (31) 
The functions in (30) and (31) represent changes in mean difference- 
squared distortion when the observation process shifts from the one corre- 
sponding to the nominal source to a mixed process, which with probability 
(1 - 5) is the nominal source and which generates deterministic z-amplitude 
data with probability [. The rates of those changes at [= 0 are the 
ZnfIuence Functions, ZI( fo, z, vy ) and I,( fo, z, v: ), of respectively the 
encoding schemes vy and VT, at the nominal source p0 and the amplitude 
value z. That is, 
=kf f 
i=l [ 
j~,~Y:fo~y:~~o~~:~~oi~y:~ ‘[I +w~~~W)i (32) 
I 
[=O 
=(l-a)M F C~~,d~:fo(~:)mo(y:)Yr(Y:)]* 
i= I 
.[2-(l-S)M~~,dy:fo(y:)q,(y:)+M(1-6)gi(zl') . I 
(33) 
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Given f, given an encoding scheme v,, given the nominal density f,, given 
- and [, let us consider the mean difference-squared distortion 
&fO? L z , v,). Let us allow the value IzI to go to infinity, and let us then 
find the maximum value [ for which O,(f,, [, ioo, v,)<E,{X*J. This 
latter value is the Breakdown Point of the encoding scheme vI, at pO. It 
represents the highest frequency of extreme amplitude ( + co) deterministic 
outlier values that the encoding scheme can tolerate before it becomes 
useless; that is, before the observation sequences provide no information 
about the source data. We now express a lemma, whose proof is in the 
appendix. 
LEMMA 1. Given M, consider a set ( Ai, 1 6 i 6 M} of intervals on the 
real line with A;nA,=OVi#j, UICiC,,,,Ai=R, and J,,fo(x)dx=Mp’, . . 
where fO(x) is the one-dimensional density of the Gaussian nominal source. 
Let in addition A, = (- 00, -a) and A, = (a, 00) for a > 0. Let vy he the 
optimal encoding scheme at the Gaussian process, and let vy be as in 
Theorem 1. Then, given I, the breakdown points [y and [y of the schemes VY 
and v:, respectivel.v, are given by the expressions 
(34) 
-1 --I 
2-(1--d )MjRldY:fn(Y:)4i(Y:) I) i t (35) 
where, for m,(y:) andp,,(yi) as in (22) and q,(y:) as in (24), 
f’o,g R,dY:f~(yll)m,(y:)p,i(Y:) s (36) 
(37) 
Asymptotic Performance 
Let us assume that the number of values onto which observation sequen- 
ces y{ are mapped is asymptotically large. That is, M + cc. We are then 
interested in the performance of the encoding schemes vy and v:, for given 
finite 1. From expressions (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), and (33), and taking 
limits, we find the following. 
Define, the scalars A, and p, as follows: 
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Then 
A,: 
s d~:f,(~:)f& I Y:~(Y:)=&uf,(x) 
(38) 
P: = -&I rx /+ I - %w: ,I’>. 
h-n D,(f,, vy) = (1 -A:) Ep,,(X2} (39) M - %a 
lim 
M-r02 
{h(fo, i, z, $I- 4(fo, vy)} = iAf{ [ 1+ p;] W,,{X2} + p,m&z’)). 
(40) 
Define 
dx, Yi)g Cl -min(l, ~,{(~~)~Q~‘~~~}~“‘)lf~(x) 
+min(l, ~,{(.~:)~Qr’y:)~~‘~)f~(x I y:). 
Then 
lim II,(fo,v:)=E,{X2}-2(1-a) 
M-CC 
(41) 
Ii 1 
2 
R,dl’:fo(Y’,)m,(Y:)q(x, Y:, 
3 (1 -A:) E,,{X’) 
lim P,(fo, i, z, v:)-Wf,, v;“)} 
M-CC 
(42) 
+ (( 1 - 6)’ j dxfi2(x) q(x, zZ’) 
R 
dy: fob:) +dy:) dx> Y:) 
1 
2. (43) 
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From the above expressions, noting that lim,,, _ ,x, q(x, zl’) =fO(x), and 
denoting by Q, the Ix I autocovariance matrix of the nominal Gaussian 
source, we also find the following: 
Then 
c,p {(Z’)TQ,-‘Z’}-‘? (44) 
lim Ikfo, 2, $)=A;{ [l +pf] E,,(P) +‘$?,m;(z’)} (45) M-r 
lim f,(f,, =, VT) M+m 
=(I-6)(2+(1-6)[1-min(l,A,c,/z/~‘)]} 
.jRd.GW jR,d~:~(l.:)mo(y:)q(x, ?I:, 
[ 1 
2 
+ (1 -6)‘min(l, lz,c, 1~1~‘) j d.xf;‘(x)f,(x 1 zl’) 
R 
R’ 
4,: fowl) mob: )4(x, A) 1 
2 
(46) 
lim [y =0 (47) M - cc 
0 R dx [i R, 4: Mv: 1 mob: )4x, Y: 1  2 
I 2f,-'(x)-(l-w,-2(x) jR,4v:fob:Mx.Y:) 
-1 -1 
I) I 
. (48) 
Let us define 
ml4 p~:,l.j~& =, ‘mO(JJ:)‘. (49) 
Then, we can express the following lemma, whose proof is in the 
appendix. 
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LEMMA 2. The limit influence function in (46), and the limit breakdown 
point in (48), that the encoding operation vy induces are bounded as ,follows: 
lim Il(fO, -“, v:)<(l-@(3-6)411:m; M - x 
-(l-d)‘jdrf,;‘(x)[~~,d~~f~(~:)]y(x.1:) 
0 
R, &i fO(y:) mO(y: ) 4(x, Y:) 
1 2 
v’- (50) 
z< lim c:<(l +s)41frnf (1 +s)411Tmf+(l-6) 
1+6 M-z i 
j~,dy:f,(y:)nl,(l’:)q(x,y:) 
2 11 -1 . (51) 
Thus, asymptotically, (M ---) CC ), the optimal at the nominal source 
encoding operation has breakdown point zero and quadratic influence 
function. On the other hand, the operation v,? then has uniformly bounded 
influence function and strictly positive breakdown point. 
Remarks. As compared to the optimal operation VP at the nominal 
source, the operation v: is asymptotically, (M + cc ), superior in terms of 
breakdown point and influence function performances. This is at the 
expense of mean difference-squared distortion and differential entropy per- 
formances, at the nominal Gaussian source. Indeed, as can easily be seen, 
asymptotically, (M + co), the process induced by v,? and the Gaussian 
measure p0 has higher differential entropy than the process induced by vy 
and pO. In addition, lim,, I%) D,(f,, VI*) > lim,, ,%, D,(f,, vy), and from 
(26) we conclude: 
lim D,(f,, M-cc v?)<EE,,{X2}-(1-6)2 jRdxf;‘(x) 
1 
2 
X R,d~:fo(Y:)m,(l’:)q(s, Y:) ; VfeFi. (52) 
Given I, let H,(v,) denote the differential entropy induced asymptotically, 
(M + co), by the encoding scheme vI at the observation process ,u. Let 
H ,,&vI) denote the differential entropy induced asymptotically, (M + m), 
by v,, when the observation sequence is generated by the nominal source 
,uO, with probability (1 -c), and it consists of deterministic, amplitude-z 
data, with probability [. Let pI be as in (38), and let us define 
riLiE,,{X2}, 2 -2 a:Ap,r, 
g(y:)~min(l,~,((y:)TQ;1y:)~1’2). 
(53) 
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Then, we can express the following lemma, whose proof is in the 
appendix. 
LEMMA 3. Let p be some absolutely continuous observation process. 
Given I, let f(y’,) denote the density function of this process, at the vector 
point y: . For 
B,(~:)P2-‘j‘~,d~:./(l’i)ll--x(y:)I goi:) 
x [-2+a~+0,~~+p,~~(l +af)m$y:)] 
- Cln 4 JR, dy: St& X1 - g(d 11, (54) 
the differential entropies H,(vP) and H,,,i,z(v~) are bounded from above as 
follows: 
H,,(vF)<2~~‘[1 +ln2np~]+B,(v:) (55) 
H ,,,,.,(v:)~2~'[1+ln271p:]+(l--i)B,,(v:) 
+12-‘g(d)[l -g(d)] 
x [ -2 + ~7: + a,-’ + p,-‘( 1 + f$) z’m~(Z’)] 
- i[ 1 - g(zl’)] In 0,. 
For 121 + a3, we find a tighter bound on H,,,,&v,+), as follows: 
(56) 
6(1--1)2-‘[1+1n27cp~]+~22’[1+1n27rr~]+(1-~)B,,(v~) 
=2P’[1+ln27rp~]+(1-[)B,(v:)-[ma,. (57) 
We note that the differential entropy H,(vy) induced asymptotically, 
(M + oo), at the nominal source by the optimal at the nominal predictive 
operation vy is bounded as follows: 
H,,(vY)=2-‘[l +ln2rcpT]. (58) 
Also, 
H ,,,i..-(v~)=2-‘[1 +ln271p:] v,i, z. (59) 
We point out that when the nominal Gaussian source is k-order 
Markov, then we select I= k, and we deploy the predictive operation vz in 
Theorem 1. for I= k. 
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V. ASYMPTOTICALLY LONG OBSERVATION SEQUENCES 
In this section, we consider the same outlier model and the same 
Gaussian source, as in Section IV, but we include asymptotically long 
observation sequences. In the presence of such sequences, the precise 
modelling of the observation processes that evolve from the outlier model 
in (1) and (2) is an impossible task. On the other hand, enlargements of the 
class of observation processes, such as those in (17), misrepresent the 
actual class when long observation sequences are considered. In fact, when 
the length I of the observation sequences tends to infinity, the class Ff, in 
(17) represents the case where the observation process is the nominal 
source, with probability (1 -6), and it is some other process, with 
probability 6; that is, no data mixing is then included, and the outlier 
model is not then a member of the class. For non-Markovian Gaussian 
nominal sources and asymptotically long observation sequences, we thus 
extend the predictive operations of Section TV ad hoc, but in an intuitively 
satisfactory fashion. 
Given I finite, given k, given the observation sequence y’;‘, and for Q, 
denoting the I-dimensional autocovariance matrix of the nominal Gaussian 
source, let us define 
(J,,,(y:‘)g :[~I;=:“]‘p;‘l,ji=:“$“z O<i<k-I. 
For A, as in (23) in Theorem 1, let us also define 
(60) 
C4’(Y:‘)l’= MY:‘), ..‘, $L,/+ ,(Yl;‘H. 
Let us now consider the following two mapping densities, which map the 
observation sequence y’;’ onto the real line, for predictive encoding of the 
datum X,,, , from the nominal source: 
q’(x, vl;l)P 1 
:,-: :;,l;<m) /t!omink$d 
.:!f; [l:min (1, A)] 
. [fo(x / y?+” ,lf, 2 1 &A -fo(-x)1 +fo(x) (62) 
q*(x, y’;‘)ii 1 -k-l C 
L 
;;,:-i+*)]fob9 
+k~‘~~~min(l,~)lo(xlI:‘(Y~‘)). (63) 
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The mapping density in (62) is an intuitively pleasing extension 
of the operation v,? in Theorem 1, but very complex, both in terms of 
implementation and in terms of analysis. In addition, it does not 
provide a clear indication as to the mapping values, when their number 
A4 is finite. The mapping density in (63) is much simpler. It also has 
intuitively pleasing characteristics as well: For j”, + ark, it converges to the 
mapping optimal at the nominal source. It also disregards extreme data 
values, using the unconditional density f&-u) in its mapping, when 
k ’ CF:,’ minf 1, A,/ai,,($)) + 0. In addition, q*(x, ~1:‘) provides easy 
extensions of the mapping values in (25), when M is finite. In conclusion, 
we propose the following predictive encoding scheme for non Markovian 
Gaussian nominal sources and arbitrarily long observation sequences: 
ENCODING SCHEME. Given M, select a set [A ,, 1 d i d M), of intervals 
on the real line with A n A, = 0 V’i #j, u, <i< M A, = R, and f,4, &(x) d.x = . . 
Iv-’ vi. 
Select some finite natural number f, and given 6: O< 6 < 1, find the 
positive constant Ar, as in (23). Then, given k, given an observation 
sequence .#, map J?‘;’ onto UT with probability qT(y’;‘), where for p,,,(vy) 
as in (22) for $‘( y’;‘) as in (61), and for u~+,(Y~‘) as in (60), the values (UT; 
1 < i< M) and the probabilities qT( yf’) are as follows: 
v,*=M(l -a)Sx~,dv:‘f~(.Y:‘)m,(.Y:‘)qto;:’). (65) 
Remarks. Given 1, given length kl of observation sequences, we denote 
the above encoding scheme by v&. We denote by { v:~, k > 1) the sequence 
of encoders evolving from wFk, for varying k values. We note that the 
scheme utilizes l-size disjoint blocks of observed data, where I may be 
considered as a design parameter. In addition, it bounds disjoint f-size 
blocks of data in poi(z:/(y:‘)), for all i. This is in contrast to the scheme in 
Section IV, and is needed for asymptotic, (k + oo), qualitative robustness. 
We now express a lemma, whose proof is in the appendix. 
LEMMA 4. Let {bi,} be the one step prediction coefficients of the 
nominal Gaussian source, when m-size observation sequences are given. Let 
(him) besuch thatxfl, lbj,l<c*<oclVm. Then, thesequence {v&,k>l} 
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of predictive encoders is qualitatively robust at the nominal Gaussian source. 
That is, it satisfies both continuity conditions (A) and (B) in Section II. 
Let Dl.dfO, vh ) denote the mean difference-squared distortion induced 
by the encoding scheme v$ at the nominal Gaussian source. Let 
Dl,kL i;, z, vfk) denote the mean difference-squared distortion induced by 
vTk, when the l-dimensional observation density is such that f( y:./z,’ “) = 
(l-[)f,(v!‘+c”’ ) + [6(zZ’), and let then [fk be the breakdown point of 
~;t(~. Given %,‘we then easily find by substitution, and as in Section IV, 
D,,k(fO~ v/T/, )=E,,{X”I-(l-&M 
2 
Rk’ 
dy:‘fdyl;‘) mob:‘) q,Yvf’) 1 
.[2-(1 -6)M j~~,d~l:‘f~(y~)q:(y:‘) 1 (66) 
D,,,(fo, L 2, vl~)-D~.,(fo~ $1, 
=5(1-&M 5 i= 1 1 j~,dy~/o(y:)mo(y:)qf(u:) 1 
2 
+W-,I,, alv:fo(y:)q*(.v:)+M(1-6)q*(zl’) 
1 
(67) 
R’ 
l:,={l+(l-6)[;l (Q3'] 
@, (ex)‘[l(l- 6)M jR,4~;fo(y:)aYy:) -I -I I) I 7 (68) 
where 
Q::8jR,dy:f;(y~)m,(y:)q*(y:). 
Let us define, for {a,,,(yf’)} as in (60) and zy(y’;l) as in (61), 
(69) 
Then, if I,dfO, z, vlfk ) denotes the influence function of the operation 
v&, and in parallel to the expressions (42), (43), and (48) in Section IV, 
we find the following asymptotic, (M -+ co), expressions: 
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-[I 1 
2 
Rk' 
&:/MY:‘) m&Y/;/) q*(“, Jf’) 
+ (1-6)‘s 
R 
kf;‘(4 jRk,dy:%(?):i) q*(x, y’;‘) 
1 1 
(71) 
.Lj 
R' 
e: "MY:) %vl) 4*(x, A) 
1 2 
+ (1 - sy J- 
2 
dxf(y2(x) 4*(.x, ZZ’) 
[J R’ 
44 fo(Y:) mo(.d) 4*(x? u:) 
R 1 
(72) 
2 
I> 
Remarks. The asymptotic expressions in (72) and (73) correspond to 
Z-size observation blocks and asymptotically many mapping values (u,+ 1. 
For I-order Markov nominal Gaussian sources, those expressions represent 
the asymptotic, (A4 + co), influence function and breakdown point induced 
by the encoding scheme { vTk} at the nominal source, for any k. Comparing 
expressions (71), (72), and (73) with expressions (42) (43), and (48) in 
Section IV, we can draw the following conclusions: 
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The encoding scheme in Theorem 1 induces smaller mean 
difference-squared distortion at the nominal source, than the 
scheme v/T, does. However, the breakdown point of the 
former is generally smaller than the breakdown point of the 
latter. The influence function of VT, is bounded, and it 
converges to its bound slower than the scheme in Theorem 1 
does. 
If H,(v:,) denotes the differential entropy induced by the scheme v& at the 
nominal source, and for B,(v:) as in (54), g( y{ ) as in (53), and p, as in 
(38), we find via the same methods as those in the proof of Lemma 3 
H,,(~~~)62~‘[1 +ln27cp~l+B~,(v;F) 
+2-l dY:fo(Y:m - d41 g(y:)Cm~(z:(y:))-m~(y:)l. 
(74) 
From the results in Lemma 3, in conjunction with (74), we conclude: 
The scheme VT, induces lower differential entropy at the 
nominal source than the scheme in Theorem 1 does. 
Limiting Behavior 
The sequence (v&, k b 1) of encoders in this section was designed espe- 
cially for non-Markovian nominal Gaussian sources and asymptotically 
long observation sequences. Thus, the study of its performance charac- 
teristics for k + co is important. We will perform such studies, for the case 
where the mapping values {u,* } are asymptotically many; that is, for 
M + CCI. We first express a theorem, whose proof is in the appendix. 
THEOREM 2. The influence function lim, _ ,xI Z[.,J fO, z, v&) is unzformly 
bounded from above, for every z and every k. The breakdown point 
lim i& M-CT is uniformly bounded from below by a strictly positive constant, 
for every k. 
In view of Theorem 2, we remind the reader that the optimal predictive 
encoding operation at the nominal source induces an asymptotic, 
(M -+ co), breakdown point equal to zero, and an unbounded quadratic 
asymptotic, (M+ co), influence function, for every dimensionality of the 
observation sequence. As k increases, the asymptotic (M + CO), mean 
difference-squared distortion induced by the sequence {v&} of encoders at 
the nominal source decreases monotonically, but remains uniformly higher 
than that induced by the optimal sequence of predictive encoders at the 
nominal. Given k, the former is given by expression (71), where the latter 
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is given by expression (39) in Section IV, Let HP&$) denote the differen- 
tial entropy induced by the encoding scheme vtk at the nominal source. 
Then we express a lemma, whose proof is in the appendix. For p, as in (38) 
and RO and 0, as in (53), we first define 
k-l 
LEMMA 5. For g(y{) as in (53), andfor, 
(75) 
NvIT;,c) ii ‘i [Rk,4~:ifo(y:l) Gdv:‘W - G,&/;‘)l 
COG2 + a:,+ r(p( 1 + o$) m@:‘(y/;‘)) - 21 
- Cln ~1 
[ 1 
1 - R, 44 h(d) gb: 1 . 
1 
(76) 
The differential entropy HJv:~) is bounded as follows: 
HpO(vfi) < 4 C 1 + In 27&l + DC& 1. (77) 
Zf {bi,,,} are the one step prediction coefficients of the nominal Gaussian 
source when m-size observation sequences are given, and if 
CE, (b,,l < CO, Vm, then there exists cy < CC such that, Im,(z’;‘(yf’))j 6 
L,c.Y. Then, we find a looser upper bound on HJv$), 
HP,(&) < 4 C 1 + ln 27&l + C(v& 1, (78) 
where 
C(v&) ii 4 [a,’ + o:,+ r;‘( 1 + ok/‘) if(c,?)‘- 21 
R’ 
d#,fo(.d g(Y:)-SRLidyl;‘fo(y:i)G:,(~:‘) 
1 
- Cln ~1 R, hi fobi 1 g(d ) . 1 (79) 
Remarks. The differential entropy H,,( vtk) decreases monotonically 
with increasing k, and remains strictly higher than the differential entropy 
induced by the optimal at the nominal predictive encoder, at the nominal 
source (given k, the latter equals $ [ 1 + In 2np:,]). In the limit, (k -+ CO), 
the bound in (78) can be as small as the asymptotic mean-squared error, 
lim, + x Ai, of the optimal one-step predictor at the nominal source allows. 
This depends on the spectral characteristics of the nominal Gaussian 
source. 
643/98/l-6 
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VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Let p0 be a zero mean, autoregressive, stationary Gaussian process. 
Consider the following representations of the nominal process pO: 
NOMINAL PROCESS 1. 
X,=0.6Xk_,+0.2X,_,+0.1X,~3+0.05Xk~,+ W, k= . . . . -1, 0, 1, . . . . 
NOMINAL PROCESS 2. 
x, = 0.9x, ~ I+ 0.05Xk ~ 2 + w, k= . . . . -l,O, 1, . . . . 
In both these processes, ( Wk} is a zero mean, unit variance, i.i.d. Gaussian 
process such that W, is independent of ( W,):?,. We summarize the 
results for these processes corresponding to the designed encoding schemes 
vy and VT of Sections III and IV, respectively, in the following tables and 
figures. Since the nominal process (1) is fourth order Gauss-Markov, we take 
1 = 4 for this process. Similarly, we take I = 2 for the nominal process (2). 
The results for the nominal process (1) are given in Tables 14 and 
Fig. l-7. The results for the nominal process (2) are given in Tables 5-8 
and Fig. 8-14. In odd numbered tables, we give the average distortion at 
the nominal process for different choices of E and M. In even numbered 
tables, we give the breakdown points for different choices of E and M. The 
influence functions are provided in Fig. 1-14. Tables 3, 4, 7 and 8 and 
Fig. 5-7, 12-14 show the performance of the designed encoders for large 
values of M. 
From the tables and figures, we make the following observations: 
(1) For each E, the average distortion at the nominal process 
decreases as M increases. Also, for each M, the average distortion increases 
TABLE I 
Average Distortion of the Nominal Process 1 for Different 
Choices of E and M (For This Process, E,,[X’] = 6.8) 
M 
E 2 3 5 9 
0.0 3.6507 2.8759 2.3627 2.0857 
0.001 3.6702 2.905 1 2.3979 2.1259 
0.01 3.8210 3.0949 2.6242 2.3812 
0.05 4.3362 3.1595 3.4148 3.2625 
0.10 4.8958 4.4820 4.2587 4.1720 
0.20 5.7713 5.5871 5.4989 5.4656 
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TABLE 2 
Breakdown Point of the Nominal Process 1 for Different 
Choices of E and M 
M 
E 2 3 5 9 
0.0 0.500 0.400 0.3140 0.2470 
0.001 0.5020 0.5021 0.5022 0.5024 
0.01 0.5197 0.5206 0.5217 0.523 1 
0.05 0.5297 0.5956 0.5989 0.6013 
0.10 0.6720 0.6755 0.6787 0.6802 
0.20 0.7952 0.7977 0.7992 0.7996 
TABLE 3 
Average Distortion of the Nominal Process 1 for Different E and M, Especially Large M 
M 
E 2 7 25 100 400 1000 
0.00 3.6507 2.1776 1.9151 1.8642 1.8552 1.8539 
0.01 3.8210 2.4601 2.2484 2.2222 2.2205 2.2205 
0.10 4.8958 4.1969 4.1397 4.1353 4.1351 4.1351 
TABLE 4 
Breakdown Point of the Nominal Process 1 for Different E and M, Especially Large M 
M 
E 2 7 25 100 400 1000 
0.00 0.500 0.2725 0.1754 0.1232 0.0940 0.0810 
0.01 0.5197 0.5225 0.5247 0.5253 0.5254 0.5254 
0.10 0.6720 0.6798 0.6807 0.6808 0.6808 0.6808 
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TABLE 5 
Average Distortion of the Nominal Process 2 for Different 
Choices of E and A4 (For This Process, E,,,[X’] = 9.7812) 
M 
E 2 3 5 9 
0.0 4.1625 3.5278 2.710! 2.2686 
0.001 4.7974 3.5730 2.7645 2.3306 
0.01 5.0218 3.8601 3.1054 2.7142 
0.05 5.7309 4.7688 4.1853 3.9269 
0.10 6.4291 5.6736 5.2583 5.1008 
0.20 7.5471 7.1198 6.9175 6.8436 
TABLE 6 
Breakdown Point of the Nominal Process 2 for Different 
Choices of E and M 
M 
& 2 3 5 9 
0.0 0.500 0.4000 0.3140 0.2470 
0.001 0.5010 0.5011 0.5012 0.5014 
0.01 0.5100 0.5109 0.5121 0.5135 
0.05 0.5488 0.5523 0.5563 0.5594 
0.10 0.5950 0.6004 0.6055 0.6077 
0.20 0.6800 0.6864 0.6899 0.6905 
TABLE 7 
Average Distortion of the Nominal Process 2 for Different E and M, Especially Large M 
M 
E 2 7 25 100 400 1000 
0.00 4.7625 2.4152 1.9969 1.9157 1.9014 1.8993 
0.01 5.0218 2.8414 2.5010 2.462 1 2.4599 2.4599 
0.10 6.4291 5.1452 5.0447 5.0371 5.0367 5.0367 
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TABLE 8 
Breakdown Point of the Nominal Process 2 for Different t: and M, Especially Large A4 
M 
i: 2 7 25 100 400 loo0 
0.00 0.500 0.2725 0.1154 0.1232 0.0940 0.0810 
0.01 0.5100 0.5129 0.5153 0.5158 0.5159 0.5159 
0.10 0.5950 0.6072 0.6083 0.6083 0.6083 0.6083 
t &=o.o 
(Nominal) 
x &=o.ool 
a &=o.ol 
* &=0.05 
&=o.l 
Y &=0.2 
0.0 4, IIIIIII 3 
0.0 
,III,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, q 
5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 
z 
FIG. 1. Influence functions of the nominal process (I ) and M = 2, for various E choices, 
t &=o.o 
(Nominal) 
x &=o.ool 
a &=o.ol 
$ &=0.05 
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FIG. 2. Influence functions of the nominal process (1) and M = 3, for various E choices. 
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FIG. 4. Influence functions of the nominal process (1) and M = 9, for various E choices. 
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FIG. 6. Influence functions of the nominal process ( 1) and E = 0.01. for various M choices. 
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FIG. 7. Influence functions of the nominal process (1) and E = 0.1, for various M choices. 
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FIG. 8. Influence functions of the nominal process (2) and M= 2. for various E choices. 
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FIG. 10. Influence functions of the nominal process (2) and M = 5, for various E choices. 
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FIG. 11. Influence functions of the nominal process (2) and M = 9. for various E choices 
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FUS. 12. Influence functions of the nominal prkess (2) and E = 0.0, for various M choices. 
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FIG. 13. Influence functions of the nominal process (2) and ~=0.01, for various M 
choices. 
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FIG. 14. Influence functions of the nominal process (2) and E =O.lO, for various M 
choices. 
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as M increases. In all cases considered, the average distortion at the 
nominal process is strictly less than the process variance. 
(2) For E= 0, the breakdown point is a decreasing function of M. 
For E > 0, the breakdown point is an increasing function of M. However, 
this increase in the breakdown point is relatively small. 
(3) For fixed M, the breakdown point increases with E. 
(4) The average distortion at the nominal process and the 
breakdown points converge faster to the limting value (A4 -+ co), as E 
increases. 
(5) For fixed M, the influence functions are decreasing functions of 
E. For fixed E, the influence functions are increasing functions of A4. For 
E>O, Fig. 5-7 and 12-14 show that as A4 increases unboundedly, the 
influence functions are bounded, as expected (see Section IV). 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we considered predictive encoders with distortion, for 
entropy reduction. We considered a stationary and Gaussian nominal 
source and we designed and analyzed qualitativeldy robust predictive 
encoders, for resistance to data outliers. Our encoders offer protection 
against outlier values, at the expense of increased distortion and differential 
entropy, at the nominal source. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let pL1 and pL2 be given, and let fi and fi denote 
their corresponding densities. Let fHor(x, yi) denote joint density of the 
datum X,,, from the nominal process, at the point x, and the random 
vector Y: from the observation process at the vector point y:. Then, from 
class Fk, we conclude that 
f,,,,(x,Y:)=(l-6)f,(x,Y:)+Gf,(x)cf2(Y:)-(1-6)fo(Y:)l 
fM,p*(x 1 y:)=l;y;;X [ I- (1 --fyj)(y fO(X) 
2 1 2 1 
+ (1 -@f,(A) 
f (y’) fo(x I J+l) 
2 1 
Pi,2(Yi) 2 JA,fpn,pi(x I v:) dx 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
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Let us defme -I b!'J' = (1 - 6) dY: fLt.4) Pi,2(Y:) 1 s 4( JAY:) %tY:) Pi,2(Y:h 
(A.41 
with equality in (A.6) iff,(v:) =f2(yi) Vy’y: E R’. From (A.6) and (AS) we 
conclude that 
D,(Pl, P2, (~Y2’)) G D,(P2, P2, {q2-2’)) 
=E,{X2)-(1-6)2M 
(A.7) 
where 
bj2’*‘= (l -6)M 
I 
&: fO(Y:) mO(Y:) Pi,2(Y:). (A.81 
Now, SUP,,,~; D,(p2, p2, {b12s2)}) corresponds to inf,,*..; MC: 1 
[J dy{ f&i) m,(yi) ~,~(y:)]~. Application of calculus of variation gives 
that f * in (23) attains the latter infimum. The proof of the theorem is now 
complete. 
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Proof qf Lemma 1. From (24). we have lim,, +sL, qi(d’)= Mm’ Vi. 
Also 
lim p,(zZ’) = 
z- *r. 
i=l,M 
otherwise. 
Substituting the above in (30) and (31), in conjunction with (28) and (29), 
we find that D,(fo,i,+~,v~)~E~,{X2}Vi~i~ and D,(f,,i,+cc,v.?)< 
qI,{~2~ ‘Jr + i:. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We easily conclude that, for q(x, y:) as in (41), 
d.7 Y: 1 <.f&) +fo(x I .v: 1 
and thus 
Also, 
+ j” aiv: S&Y:) lmdd )I min(1, i*,((Y{)‘Q;‘Y:} ~“‘)So(-x I Y:) 
< 2/2,m,f,(x). (A.lO) 
Applying (A.9) to (48) we find that 
26 
lim CT>--- 
1+6’ 
(A.1 1) 
M - 72 
Applying (A.lO) to (48) and (46), we find that 
(A.12) 
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lim I,(f,, 2, vJ”)~(1-6)41.fm:{3-6-(1-6)min(l,i,c,l~l~~’)~ 
M + % 
+ (1 - 8)’ 4;(,2mT min( 1, &c, 1~1 - ‘) 
-cj dy:,f,(Y:)m,(?i:)q(x, vi) I 2. (A.13) R’ 
Proof of Lemma 3. Clearly, for q(x, y{ ) as in (41), we have 
-H,,wDjR,4v:f(Y:)j d.uq(.u, .v:mgq(.K, y:). (A.14) 
R 
where 
s d.x q(x, y:) log qk Y’, 1 R 
= [I -min(l,~,{(~~)rQ;‘~~}~~1’2)1 1 d.uf,(.x)logq(x, Y:) 
R 
fmin(l,R,((y:)TQ,-‘y:)~“2) / dx.fo(x/ y:)logq(x,~:). 
JR 
(A.15) 
Let us define 
g(y:)~min(l,if~(y:)rQ;‘y:)-“2) (A.16) 
r~bE,,{X2}. (A.17) 
Then, from (A.15) and the convexity of the logarithmic function, we obtain 
C(ul)gj 
R 
dxqk y:Uogq(x, v:)=P -~(Y:)IS~d~fO(x)logq(x, Y:) 
+ g( y: 1 j, d,x fo(x I Y:) log q(x, Y: ) 
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~c1-dY:)12~ ~~fo(x)logfo(~) 
R 
+ El - dYN dY:) s, ~Xf&)l%fdX I Y:, 
+ El - dY:)l be:) s, ~xfo(x I A, lof4fdx) 
+ g2(Y:) Jb dx fob I v: ) 1% fclb I Y: 1 
= -2-‘[1-g(y:)]*[1+log2~r~]-2-‘g*(y~)[log2np:+1] 
-2-‘g(y:)[1-g(y:)](log27V~+log2np: 
+p;*Cr~+m~(Y:)l+r,*Cp:+m~(Y:)l} 
= -2-‘[1+log2~p~]+2-‘[1-g(y;)]loga~ 
-2-‘g(Y:)C1-g(Y:)lC-1+o:+a,‘+p;*(1+a:)m~(Y:)l, 
(A.18 
where, log is the natural logarithm In, and where 
0; 4 r;‘pf. (A.19 
Substituting (A.18) in (A.14), we find (54). Similarly, we find 
-H,,~;(v~)~(1-5)~R,dY~fO(Y:)jRd~q(x~Y:)log4(X,Y:) 
+ 5 lR dx d x, ZZ’) log q(x, zl’) 
> -(1-~)2-‘[1+log27rp:]-(1-~)BP,(v:) 
-~22’[1+log2xp~]+~2-‘[1-g(21’)]loga: 
- [2-‘g(zZ’)[ 1 - g(21’)] 
. [ - 1 + 0; + a;* + p;*( 1 + 0:) z%@[)]. (A.20) 
Proof of Lemma 4. The mapping qr(yy) is clearly pointwise con- 
tinuous for every finite k and every i, since min(l,/aj,,(yf’)) and poi(y:‘) 
are both pointwise continuous for every i and j, and every finite k. 
Let now k be given, and let then x:’ and y’;’ be two sequences such that 
y,(yjtz:)‘, xi;::)‘)< CL, O<a < 1, for k(1 --a) of the k i’s. Then 
Im,(zf’(y:‘)) - m,(z:l(x:l))( < cIc* + A,ac* = (1 + 2,) IX* 
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and given XT’, given .zl > 0, there exists ~1~ > 0 such that 
{ #j: y,(y~/~,“‘, XI/>;“) > aI} < kcc, 
implies (A.21) 
IPoi(z:l(Y:‘)) - Po,(z:‘(x:l))l < 61 Vi. 
Similarly, given x:‘, given Ed > 0, there exist 6, > 0 and 6, > 0 such that 
y,(xyy’, y&+l’“) < 6, 
implies (A.22) 
{ #j: y,(xj./z,“‘, y.j/,‘j”) > 6,) < k6, and y,(x:,i,+,“‘, yj/,‘:“) < d3 
imply (A.23) 
Given xy, let now y:’ be such that 
{ #j: yI(y$z,f”, xi:+‘,“‘) > c( d c(, } k f or some u such that LY < min(6,, 6,). 
Then 
law:‘) - dYYY)I 
(z’;‘(x:‘,, 
(A.24) 
From (A.24) we finally conclude that given x7, given E > 0, there exists 
o! > 0 such that 
(#j:yl(y::,+,“‘,x::,+,‘“)>cr} 
<kcr implies 141*(x:‘) - q*(yy)I < E Vi. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let us define 
q:(x, y’;‘, h 1 - [ min (1, &ij)]foW 
+min(l,~)hc.~l;:‘(v:‘)). (A.25) 
Then 
qJ*h, l’/ll)=k-‘“c’ qi(x, y’r’). 
/=o 
(A.26) 
If DLk(f, v&) denotes the mean’ difference-squared distortion induced by 
vfk at the density f, then 
k-l 
where 
(A.27) 
0 Rk, d~l;‘f~(~‘;l) mo(.d’) 4*(x, ~4’) 1 
.[!’ RJf’ 4e’f(Y:‘) 4/Q, Y:‘, JR xf(x I Y:‘, dx] 
+ (1 -S)‘J 
2 
dx.G2(-y) 
R [ 
JRk,fobf9 mo(#) 4*(x, ~3 1 
-LJ 
4ffbl;‘) qjch .v/;‘) . 
&I I 
(A.28) 
Due to (A.27), we conclude that the influence function induced by $k is 
the average of the influence functions induced by the operations 
{qj*,O<j<k- l}. Al so, if pTj denotes the breakdown point of the 
operation q,*, then the breakdown point of vrk is bounded from below by 
min,, jGkP I pTj. From (A.28), and due to the boundedness of the vector, 
zy(y:‘), we now conclude that there exists some positive constant, d*, 
such that p& k d* lim, _ z cTl Vj. If Z,,,j(fo, z, q:) denotes the influence 
function of the operation 4: at the nominal source, we also conclude 
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that there exists some finite constant, e*, such that Ili(fO, z, q,?) < 
e* limb,, x Il.,(fo, z, vtl). The theorem easily follows from the above, 
where lim M4 % ~I.l(./L =r $1 
by (73). 
) is given by (72) and km,,,, _ ~ c,T, is given 
Proof of Lemma 5. For q*(x, y;‘j as in (70), we clearly have 
For y:(x, yt’) as in (A.25), and due to the convexity of the logarithmic 
function, we have 
1 d-x q*(x, y:‘) In q*(x, y:‘) R 
=k-“f*j dxqJx,yf’)lnq*(x,yl;‘) 
j=o R 
B ke2 ‘i’ ‘i’ / dx q,+(x, yf’) in q,?(x, yf’). (A.30) 
j=o i=O R 
I R dx qT(x, y:‘J In qT(x, y:‘) 
. s R dxfob) Web I z’;‘(Y~) 
643/98/l-7 
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. i R dxfo(x I 4Y.v:‘)) ln.fob) 
s R Wi(x I $TY:‘)) In .f& I z/;‘(Y:‘)). (A.31) 
Let us define 
g,.A~YEmin (1, A). (A.32) 
Then, from (A.31 ), and for y. and p, as in the proof of Lemma 3, we 
obtain 
s R 
d.x qj*(x, yf;‘) In qi*(x, y:‘) 
2 Pi igj,l(Y:l) gi.l(YT’) + Cl - gi,,(Y:l)lC1 - g,.l(Y:‘)l) 
-ij (1 -gi.,(Y:‘)> In 2nri-kgi,,(y:‘)h hp:, 
-&, bi + ~&YcY’;‘))l &,,(Y:‘) 
- & Cd,+ miww9)l gj,rby) 
+~~~+~+[~+~]-ilz:i~~))~ 
. gi,r(.Y:o &,,(Yf’). (A.33) 
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Define 
k- I 
G,.,(.V:‘)~k-’ 1 &,hf). 
;=o 
From (A.30) and (A.33), we then obtain 
s q*(x, ~3:‘) In q*(x, y’;‘) R 
> - ; G:.,(y:‘) - 4 [ 1 - G,,,(J’:‘)]* 
- ; [ 1 - Gk,&l;‘)] in 2Xr; - 4 G,,,(.$) hl 2np:, 
- i CG* + ~k,‘d(zl;‘(~:‘))l G,.,(~lf’) 
- $ b:,+ ‘-0 *~:(z’;‘(Y:‘))] Gk.,(Yl;‘) 
+ 4 [a,‘+ a:,+ pi*(l + c:,, m;(z’l’(y:‘))l G:.,Cy:‘, 
= -i [l +ln 2npi,] + [I -Gk,,(y:()] ln ok/ 
- f Gk,,(?)lf’)[1 - ‘%,,(Y:‘)l 
. [o/p + a:,+ Y;*( 1 + ok/?) m&f’(yl;‘)) - 23, 
where 
Applying (A.35) to (A.29) we obtain the result. 
(A.34) 
(A.35) 
(A.36) 
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